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Abstract

Outliers that are incorporated into a multivariate calibration model can significantly reduce the performance of the model.
In the case of multiple outliers, the standard methods for outlier detection can fail to detect true outliers and even mistakenly
identify good samples as outliers. Robust statistical methods are less sensitive to outliers and can provide a powerful tool for

Ž .the reliable detection of multiple outliers. This paper examines the use of robust principal component regression PCR and
Ž .iteratively reweighted partial least squares PLS for multiple outlier detection in an infrared spectroscopic application. q 2000

Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Building high-quality multivariate calibration
w xmodels depends on the execution of several steps 1 .

One of the most important of these steps is outlier
detection. So important is outlier detection in multi-

w xvariate calibration that Martens and Næs 2 devote an
entire chapter to this subject in their book. They dis-
cuss the standard diagnostic tools for both calibration
and prediction outlier detection. While these tools are
quite powerful for detection of prediction outliers and
single calibration outliers, they are inefficient at best
and can be misleading at worst for the detection of
multiple outliers in the calibration phase. Detection of

) Tel.: q1-517-638-4967; fax: q1-517-636-4882.
Ž .E-mail address: pellrj@dow.com R.J. Pell .

multiple outliers in calibration using the standard di-
agnostics can be severely limited due to masking and
swamping. Masking is the case where one or more
outliers are incorrectly identified as normal samples
because other outliers are masking their presence.
Swamping is the case where normal samples are made
to appear to be outliers.

It may seem improbable that multiple outliers
would be present in data collected for a calibration
experiment, given the high degree of control nor-
mally accompanying such experiments. This may be
the case for laboratory calibration experiments; but
for data collected from experiments in which the an-
alyst has less control, it is reasonable to expect that
outliers will be more prevalent. The application of
multivariate analysis techniques to data collected
from on-line analytical instrumentation or data from

Žcollections of univariate process sensors e.g. tem-
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.perature, pressure, flow represent two such cases of
reduced control over the data generation conditions.
Others have recognized outlier detection as an essen-
tial step in the application of multivariate analysis to

w xprocess data 3 . With the increased use of multivari-
w xate techniques for process analysis data 4 , there is a

need for reliable multiple outlier detection methods
for multivariate calibration.

There are two approaches to outlier detection. The
first approach is to fit the data with least squares,
construct regression diagnostics and then remove the
outliers. The second approach is to construct estima-
tors that fit the majority of the data and examine
the residuals from this fit to detect outliers. As

w xRousseeuw and Leroy 5 have noted, the two ap-
proaches have the same goal but they are performing
the steps in the opposite order. The second alterna-
tive often makes use of robust statistics and it is a
better choice given that many regression diagnostics
are affected by the outliers they are supposed to de-
tect.

Robust statistical methods are constructed so that
they provide reliable results even with outliers pre-
sent in the data. Methods have been developed to ad-
dress exploratory and regression analysis problems.

w xJolliffe 6 reviews some of the early methods for ro-
Ž .bust principal component analysis PCA . These

methods include robust estimates of the elements of
w xthe covariance or correlation matrix 7 , adjustments

to the internal workings of the singular value decom-
Ž . w xposition SVD algorithm 8 , and application of pro-

w xjection pursuit 9 . Within the robust estimators, there
are certain methods that are very robust and are

Ž .known as high breakdown point HBP estimators.
Many of the HBP estimators, including least median

Ž . Ž .of squares LMS and least trimmed squares LTS
for robust regression and the minimum volume ellip-

Ž .soid MVE and minimum covariance determinant
Ž .MCD for multivariate analysis, can be attributed to

w xRousseeuw 10 . A more thorough discussion of these
w xmethods can be found in Rousseeuw and Leroy 5 .

An update for the program PROGRESS has recently
been provided and a publication describes the imple-

Ž .mentation of least quantangle of squares LQS and
w xLTS 11 . The LMS and MVE have been supplanted

by their creator in favor of LTS and MCD both of
which have had faster computational algorithms in-

w xtroduced 12,13 .

w xRousseeuw and van Zomeren 14 used MVE to
identify leverage points and LMS to distinguish be-
tween good and bad leverage points. There are inter-
esting comments and a rejoinder accompanying this
paper. After the introduction of LMS, there has been
considerable discussion on the computational aspects
w x w x15–17 , observed instabilities 18 and the exact fit

w xproperty inherent to all HBP estimators 19 . Proce-
dures for improving or supplementing LMS have in-
cluded confirmatory analysis using multiple deletion

w x w xdiagnostics 20 , stepwise confirmation 21 and for-
w xward searching with stalactite plots 22 . Alterations

to LMS and MVE have included sequential construc-
w xtion of outlier-free subsets 23 , new estimators de-

w xrived from elemental sets 24 , methods that separate
data into clean subsets and subsets with potential

w xoutliers 25 and one step general M-estimators based
w xon HBP initial estimators 26 .

The statistical community seems to generally con-
sider data structures that have more objects than
variables and are full rank. Data sets that are most
prevalent in the chemometrics literature have many
more variables than objects and are rank deficient. In
the chemometrics literature, several researchers have
addressed the robust analysis of rank deficient data.

w xWalczak and Massart 27 adapted the robust tech-
Ž .niques of ellipsoidal multivariate trimming MVT

and LMS to make principal component regression
Ž . w xPCR robust. Walczak 28 proposed a new proce-
dure based on a genetic algorithm for multiple out-

w xlier detection. Wang et al. 29 proposed the use of
Ž .maximum sum of binary coded residuals MASBR

as an alternative to the sum of squared residuals for a
novel robust regression approach. Three different
groups have proposed methods for making partial

Ž . w xleast squares PLS robust 30–32 . Liang and Kval-
w xheim 33 provide a tutorial on robust methods. Hove
w xet al. 34 proposed a new method for robust latent-

structure decomposition. More recently, Egan and
w xMorgan 35 have suggested a very understandable

and easy to program method for finding outliers in
multivariate chemical data. For those interested in an

w xoverview of robust statistics, see Rousseeuw 36 ; for
w x w xapplication, see Singh 37 . Ryan 38 also provides a

very readable chapter on robust regression.
In this paper, the detection of multiple outliers in

multivariate calibration is explored. Standard diag-
nostics for outlier detection are compared with two
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robust analysis approaches. Robust PCR and itera-
tively reweighted PLS are tested for detection of
multiple outliers in a spectroscopic calibration appli-
cation.

2. Theory

2.1. Standard diagnostics for sample outlier detec-
tion in multiÕariate calibration using PLS

The standard diagnostics for outlier detection in
the calibration phase of a multivariate calibration ex-
periment have been thoroughly discussed by Martens

w xand Næs 2 . They include diagnostics for ‘‘inside’’
the model space such as sample leverage or Maha-

Ž .lanobis distance proportional to sample leverage and
those for ‘‘outside’’ the model space such as an F-test
on the spectral residuals. In the calibration phase, the
difference between known and predicted concentra-
tions can be computed and used as an additional di-
agnostic for outlier detection. The concentration
residuals can be scaled by the standard deviation of
the residuals and a function of the sample leverage to
generate either studentized or leverage-corrected
concentration residuals. While these diagnostics can
work well for single outliers, especially if the outlier

Žis removed when the diagnostic is computed as in
.cross-validation , they can show poor performance if

there are multiple outliers. For this paper, sample
leverage and studentized concentration residuals are
used for detection of outliers for the standard ap-
proach.

2.2. Robust PCR

w xPCR can be thought of as a two-step process 1 .
Step 1 consists of a PCA of the response matrix, R,
to generate surrogate variables called scores. Step 2
is a multiple linear regression of a concentration vec-
tor onto an appropriately truncated score matrix. Ro-

w xbust PCR, as presented by Walczak and Massart 27 ,
makes each of the steps robust.

2.2.1. Robust PCA
There are two main approaches for making PCA

robust. One uses robust estimates of location and dis-
persion to replace the standard mean and covariance
measures. The other approach detects and removes

outliers before the mean and covariance measures are
formulated. There are many approaches for making

w xthe covariance matrix robust. Joliffe 6 reviews some
w xof those approaches and Rousseeuw and Leroy 5

discuss robust estimation of multivariate location and
covariance matrices.

Many of the approaches put forth in the literature
rely on complex and often very computer intensive
calculations to carry out the analysis. Recently, Egan

w xand Morgan 35 proposed two methods that can be
used to identify outliers in multivariate data without
excessive computations. After the outliers are re-
moved, the PCA is performed. Their methods, re-

Ž .sampling by half-means RHM and smallest half-
Ž .volume SHV , are easy to understand and simple to

w xprogram. A simulation study 35 showed that SHV
and RHM have similar breakdown properties as the
methods of ellipsoidal MVT and MCD. The methods

w xof Egan and Morgan 35 can readily handle rank de-
ficient data while other methods cannot. For this pa-
per, RHM was implemented to detect outliers in the
response matrix, R, in order to remove those samples
from consideration before the PCA step. A brief re-
view of this method is given below.

The RHM method is based on the estimation of the
distribution of vector lengths via resampling. A cer-
tain percent of the data is sampled without replace-
ment. The number of resampling experiments should
be on the order of two to three times the number of
samples in the calibration set. The mean and stan-
dard deviation of each variable for a given sample are
computed. All of the data files are then scaled using
the mean and standard deviation computed from this
sample. The vector lengths for all of the scaled sam-
ples are computed giving a distribution of vector
lengths for each resampling experiment. A fixed per-
centage of the longest vectors are examined for each
resampling experiment and the number of times a
sample appears in this set of longest vectors over the
course of many resampling experiments is recorded.
For this paper, those samples that appear in the upper
5% of vector lengths one or more times are consid-
ered extreme. The PCA decomposition is performed
without those extreme samples but the extreme sam-
ples are projected onto the PCA space and the scores
from the extreme samples are used with the rest of the
calibration samples in the regression step discussed
below.
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2.2.2. Robust multiple linear regression
Robust regression estimators are often distin-

guished using the concept of breakdown point and
efficiency. The breakdown point is the smallest frac-
tion of anomalous data that can render the estimator
useless. For example, the mean has a zero break-
down point because it only takes one point to be
moved to an arbitrary location for the estimate to be
made useless and, thus, the smallest fraction ap-
proaches zero as the number of samples grow large.
The median has a breakdown point of 50%.

w xRousseeuw and Leroy 5 offer a more formal defini-
tion of breakdown. Breakdown points vary consider-
ably for different classes of estimators and can be

w xadjusted as desired for some estimators. Ryan 38
suggests that rather than using only one very HBP
estimator, it may be better to use several breakdown
points and compare the results.

Efficiency is the ratio of the mean square error
from a robust estimator to the mean square error from
an ordinary least squares estimator when applied to a
data set that is sufficiently normal and has no influ-

w xential points 38 . An estimator with an efficiency
approaching 1 is most desirable. Many of the robust
estimators have poor efficiency and, therefore, the use
of robust estimators for detection of outliers fol-
lowed by ordinary least squares analysis for deter-
mining the final model may be the most reasonable
approach.

w xRyan 38 classifies robust estimators into three
classes. The M-estimators first introduced by Huber
w x39 minimize a symmetric function of the residuals.
Unfortunately, this estimator is greatly influenced by
X-outliers and has only a 1rn breakdown. Bounded
influence estimators, frequently referred to as GM- or
generalized M-estimators, were developed to over-

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. a Bisquare weight function vs. m, b Cauchy weight function vs. m, c Fair weight function vs. m, d Huber weight function vs.
m. The symbol m represents the residual divided by the MADM of the residuals.
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Table 1
Functions used for the iteratively reweighted PLS study

Function name Function Constant c
2 2 2wŽ . x < <Bisquare 1ym rc , m -c 4.685

0, otherwise
2w Ž . xCauchy 1r 1q mrc 2.385
2Ž < <.Fair 1r 1q mrc 1.345

< <Huber 1, m Fc 2.795
< <cr m , otherwise

come the X-outlier problem of M-estimators. These
also can have low breakdown points. HBP estimators
are the third class of estimators. As the name im-
plies, these estimators have an HBP, up to 50%.

w xRousseeuw and Leroy 5 have developed most of
these estimators and they include the LMS, LTS and
S-estimators. For this paper, the LTS estimator is
used with multiple breakdown points as suggested by

w xRyan 38 . A brief review of the LTS estimator is
given in the Appendix.

2.3. IteratiÕely reweighted PLS

Iteratively reweighted least squares is a type of
M-estimator. As the name implies the method uses a
weighted regression step. The sample weights are de-
veloped based on the concentration residuals and a
user selected function. The sample weights are ini-
tially set to 1 and are updated after each iteration.

w xCummins and Andrews 30 adapted this approach for
PLS with one difference. Instead of using a fitted
concentration residual, they used a cross-validated
concentration residual to develop the sample weights.
They optimized both the weights and the rank of the
model simultaneously. For the work reported in this
paper, the weights were optimized at a fixed rank.

There are many weight functions from which to
choose. For this paper, four weight functions were
tested including bisquare, Cauchy, Fair and Huber.
Fig. 1a–d displays the weight functions vs. m. The
symbol m represents the residual divided by the me-

Fig. 2. Heavy olefin vs. light olefin wt.%.
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Ž .dian absolute deviation from the median MADM of
the residuals. Table 1 summarizes the functional form
for the weight functions. The c in the equations is a
tuning constant and the values used in this study are
reported in column 3 of Table 1. The bisquare func-

w xtional form was found in Ref. 40 and the Cauchy,
w xFair and Huber were taken from Ref. 30 .

3. Experimental and methods

3.1. Experimental design, data collection and analy-
sis

A five-level two-factor experimental design was
specified for the calibration experiments. Reference
concentration values were determined using gas
chromatography. Quantitative analysis was per-
formed using normalized external standard calibra-
tion. The final wt.% concentrations of the light and
heavy olefin are shown in Fig. 2.

Infrared spectral measurements were collected us-
ing an Analect PCM 4000 FTIR spectrometer. Spec-
tra were collected from 4000 to 400 cmy1 at 4 cmy1

resolution using a 0.028-in. pathlength high-pressure

transmission cell. Three spectra were collected for
each design point giving a total of 116 spectra. Fig. 3
displays a representative collection of the spectra used
for this calibration experiment. The region from 1760
to 1992 cmy1 was used for the model construction.
A one-point baseline correction was performed at
2120 cmy1. All calculations were implemented in

ŽMALABe for WINDOWSe version 5.3 The Math-
.Works, Natick, MA .

3.2. Standard PLS

The standard NIPALS decomposition method was
w xused for the PLS analysis 2 . The data were mean

centered. Outliers were flagged at "2.5 studentized
residuals and 2.0 times the average leverage. These
potential outliers were further studied in relationship
to their position within the calibration design in or-
der to make a final judgement on whether or not to
remove them from the analysis. Leave-one-out
cross-validation was used to compute RMSEP values
used to assess model performance. The standard PLS
outlier detection techniques are compared to the two
robust techniques.

Fig. 3. Absorbance vs. wavenumber for spectra used in the calibration experiment. The solid vertical lines indicate the region used for cali-
bration and the arrow indicates the point where the one-point baseline was taken.
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3.3. Robust PCR

A PCA model was developed using the samples
identified by the RHM method. Score values for all
of the data were then computed using this PCA
model. The concentrations were regressed onto the
scores that were augmented with a column of ones so
as to estimate an intercept. Intercept adjustments were
performed at each elemental regression step as sug-

w xgested by Rousseeuw and Leroy 5 . No other scaling
was performed. Five thousand elemental regressions
were performed at each factor level. Each regression
experiment was repeated at 50–10% breakdown in
10% increments. Robust estimates of the model con-

Žcentration residuals were computed see Eq. 6 of Ap-
.pendix and used to calculate standardized concentra-

tion residuals. A critical value for the robust-scaled
standardized residual was set to "2.5. Once outliers
were identified using the robust PCR outlier diagnos-
tics, these samples were removed from the analysis
and the standard PLS regression model was built us-
ing the cleaned data set. Leave-one-out cross-valida-
tion was used for the validation of the final PLS
model.

In general, PLS and PCR models can be different,
especially when there is significant variance in X not
related to y. For the data used in this study, the re-
sults from the PLS and PCR models are quite simi-
lar. For brevity, only the results from the PLS mod-
els will be presented with the understanding that the
corresponding PCR models are not significantly dif-
ferent.

Fig. 4. RMSEP vs. factor number for the standard PLS analysis.

Fig. 5. Studentized residual vs. leverage for standard PLS analy-
sis. The samples marked with a ‘q’ are extreme in studentized
residuals and those marked with an ‘X’ are extreme in leverage.

It is an interesting question as to whether or not,
in general, outliers identified from a robust PCR
analysis are relevant to a PLS analysis. It is this au-
thor’s opinion that the PLS and PCR methods are not
so different as to give rise to method specific outliers
and that outliers found using a robust PCR approach
are relevant to a PLS analysis. This is certainly the
case for the data in this study, but it is beyond the
scope of this paper to address this issue, in general.
Perhaps others will find this question of sufficient in-
terest to study.

3.4. IRPLS

Implementation of the iteratively reweighted PLS
algorithm followed that of Cummins and Andrews
w x30 except for one modification. Instead of allowing
the rank to change as the weights change, the rank is
fixed until the weights converge. The convergence of
the weight vectors is assessed by computing the mean
of the absolute value of the relative difference of
successive weight vectors, excluding zero weights.
The convergence criterion is set to 1ey5 or 20 iter-
ations. In order to speed up the analysis, a leave-out-
one-group cross-validation scheme is used. If any-
thing, this should provide a somewhat less optimistic
RMSEP than the leave-one-sample-out cross-valida-

w xtion 41 . Based on the concentration data, it was
determined that 33 groups existed. The number of
samples in a group varied from nine to one with the
majority having three samples. Final model per-
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formance was assessed using the RMSEP values
generated from the leave-one-group-out cross-valida-
tion. The IRPLS analysis was conducted on both the
mean-centered and nonmean-centered data. Mean
centering of the data for the IRPLS analysis tended
to provide for poorer performance than without mean
centering and, thus, only the nonmean-centered re-
sults are presented. The degradation in performance
with mean centering is consistent with the proposal

that mean centering data does not make sense if out-
liers are potentially present due to the fact that the
mean is a nonrobust estimate of location. The four
weight functions used for this analysis are shown in
Table 1 and are displayed in Fig. 1a–d. The m in the
equations is computed from the residuals divided by
the MADM of the residuals. The c in the equations
is the tuning constant and the values used in this study
are reported in column 3 of Table 1.

Ž .Fig. 6. a Heavy olefin vs. light olefin with 12 potential outliers highlighted for the heavy olefin analysis using a six-factor model. High
Ž .studentized residuals are marked with a ‘q’, those with excessive leverage are marked with an ‘X’, b Heavy olefin vs. light olefin, out-

liers that were removed are marked.
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4. Results

4.1. Presentation

A detailed analysis of the heavy olefin model con-
struction and a more abbreviated analysis of the light
olefin model construction are given below. The anal-
ysis is separated into the standard PLS analysis, the
robust PCR analysis and the IRPLS analysis.

4.2. HeaÕy olefin analysis

4.2.1. Standard PLS analysis
Fig. 4 displays the RMSEP vs. factor number for

the standard PLS analysis using leave-one-out
cross-validation. As may be seen, there is no anoma-
lous behavior in this plot that might suggest the pres-
ence of outliers. A rank of 6 is reasonable for this
model with an RMSEP of 0.41. Fig. 5 displays the
studentized residuals vs. leverage for the six-factor
model. There are 12 potential outliers, three in stu-
dentized residual, marked with ‘q’ and nine with
excess leverage, marked with an ‘X’. Removing the
12 points and repeating the analysis is the most
straightforward way to proceed. However, a more
detailed examination of the position of the potential
outliers in the concentration space is necessary to
make a final assessment.

Fig. 6a displays the calibration design with the
samples showing high studentized residuals marked
with a ‘q’ and those with high leverage marked with
an ‘X’. Samples with high leverage but at the edges
of the concentration design space were allowed to re-
main in the model. Fig. 6b displays the final calibra-
tion design. The three samples marked with a ‘q’ and
the three samples marked with an ‘X’ were removed
from the analysis. The PLS analysis was repeated on
the reduced data set and a very similar RMSEP vs.
factor number plot was obtained. Again, a six-factor
model was selected and only slight improvement of

Ž .the RMSEP 0.37 vs. 0.41 was found. With this sec-
ond model, the same six high leverage points were
found to have high leverage again, and one sample
was found to be slightly high with respect to the stu-
dentized residuals. This was deemed to be the final
model for the application of standard PLS to the
heavy olefin analysis.

4.2.2. Robust PCR analysis
The first step for a robust PCR is a robust PCA.

For robust PCA, outlier samples are identified first
and then the PCA analysis is performed. To identify
the outlier samples, the method of RHM was used
w x35 . Fig. 7 displays the number of times a sample had
a vector length appear in the upper 5% of vector
lengths vs. the heavy olefin wt.% vs. the light olefin
wt.%. There are 17 samples that have one or more
counts in the upper 5% of vector lengths and are, thus,
identified as potential outliers. Those samples at the
lowest concentrations of both components are the
most extreme. Other samples identified by this pro-
cedure are found at the edges of the calibration de-
sign. These 17 samples were excluded from the PCA
decomposition but were projected onto the PCA space
with the rest of the calibration samples so they could
be used in the multiple regression step.

The next step for the robust PCR is the multiple
linear regression of the concentration values onto all
of the scores from the PCA plus a column of ones to
estimate an intercept. The step is made to be robust
by use of the LTS regression method. This method
was applied at each rank setting from 1 to 10 and at
breakdown settings of 50% to 10% in 10% incre-
ments. At each rank and each breakdown point set-
ting, a PCR error estimate is given. The robust error
estimate is more closely related to a prediction error
than a fit error, because only as many samples as there
are, parameters are used to estimate the robust model,
while all of the samples are used to estimate the er-
ror.

Fig. 7. Number of counts in the upper 5% of vector lengths vs.
heavy olefin wt.% vs. light olefin wt.%.
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Table 2
PCR error estimate for heavy olefin at ranks 1 to 10 and break-
down points of 50% to 10%

Rank Breakdown

50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

1 12.15 11.55 11.39 11.33 11.24
2 1.02 0.89 0.98 0.79 0.85
3 0.70 0.66 0.66 0.77 0.80
4 0.56 0.51 0.45 0.42 0.48
5 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.42
6 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.41
7 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.41
8 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.30 0.40
9 0.21 0.18 0.15 0.27 0.41

10 0.22 0.14 0.13 0.32 0.37

Table 2 displays the PCR error estimate for mod-
els from rank 1 to 10 and breakdown points from 50%
to 10% for the heavy olefin analysis. From these data,
an optimal model is selected. It is accepted that a
model with lower rank for an equivalent prediction
error is better than a higher rank model. It is also
reasonable to believe that a model found at a lower

Ž .breakdown point a model using more of the data
giving equivalent prediction error is better than an-

Žother model found at a higher breakdown point a
.model using less of the data . Given these criteria, the

optimal model is found by simultaneously searching
from low to high rank and low to HBP for a mini-
mum in prediction error, or more practically for in-
significant differences in prediction error. Here, a
rank 5 model with a breakdown point of 20% and er-

Fig. 8. Robust scaled concentration residuals vs. run order num-
ber, heavy olefin analysis.

Fig. 9. Robust scaled concentration residuals from LTS analysis vs.
robust Mahalanobis distance from PCA analysis. The samples
marked with an ‘X’ are the 17 samples that were identified as out-
liers using the RHM analysis in the PCA step. Samples marked
with a ‘q’ are samples identified as outliers using the LTS analy-
sis and samples marked with both an ‘X’ and a ‘q’ were found to
be outliers by both methods.

ror estimate of 0.15 is chosen. This error estimate is
consistent with a reference value error of approxi-
mately 0.2.

Fig. 8 displays the robust-scaled concentration
residuals vs. sample run order for the five-factor
model with 20% breakdown. There are 23 samples
deemed to be potential outliers using a scaled con-
centration residual critical value of "2.5. All of those
samples except one occur between and including run
numbers 87 to 108. The nature of these samples is
discussed below.

Fig. 10. RMSEP vs. factor number for standard PLS analysis and
PLS analysis of data after removing the 23 samples found to be
outliers by the robust PCR technique. The ‘) ’ symbol indicates the
rank choice.
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Fig. 11. Heavy olefin vs. light olefin wt.%. Samples marked with
an ‘O’ were those found to be outliers using the standard PLS di-
agnostics and those marked with an ‘X’ were found to be outliers
using the robust PCR approach.

A plot of the robust scale concentration residuals
from the LTS analysis vs. a robust Mahalanobis dis-
tance from the robust PCA provides an overview of
the two step robust PCR analysis. Fig. 9 displays this
plot for the heavy olefin analysis. The two horizontal
lines represent "2.5 robust-scaled concentration
residuals. The samples marked with an ‘X’ are the 17
samples that were identified as outliers using the
RHM analysis. The samples marked with a ‘q’ are
the 23 samples found to be beyond the 2.5 robust-
scaled concentration residuals by the LTS regression
method. There are three samples that are marked with
both an ‘X’ and a ‘q’ because they were found to
be outliers by both methods. Fourteen of the samples
found to be extreme when using the RHM technique
were found to fit the five-factor PCR model well. The

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 12. Sample weight vs. sample order for heavy olefin analysis: a Bisquare, b Cauchy, c Fair, d Huber.
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large Mahalanobis distances for these samples are
consistent with their position in the concentration
space. These samples are good leverage points and
will be retained for the final PLS model. Three of the
17 samples were not fit well by the five-factor PCR
model. Given these considerations, a final PLS model

Žwas constructed with 93 samples the 23 samples
.from the LTS analysis were excluded . The RMSEP

vs. factor number plot for the model with 93 samples
is shown in Fig. 10 along with the RMSEP vs. factor
number plot for the standard PLS analysis. A four-
factor PLS model was selected as optimal giving an
RMSEP of 0.17.

A comparison of the samples that were removed
from the analysis using the standard PLS diagnostics
and those removed using the robust PCR is shown in
Fig. 11. The samples marked with an ‘O’ were those
found to be outliers using the standard PLS diagnos-
tics and those marked with an ‘X’ were found to be
outliers using the robust PCR approach. There are few
samples in common between the two exclusion sets.
If the robust results are to be believed, then there are
clearly instances of masking and swamping in this
data set.

4.2.3. IteratiÕely reweighted PLS analysis
For the iteratively reweighted, PLS analysis four

weight functions were tested including bisquare, Fair,
Ž .Cauchy and Huber see Table 1 and Fig. 1a–d . The

performance of each weight function was assessed
using a leave-one-group-out cross-validation. Fig.
12a–d displays the weight vector using the bisquare,
Cauchy, Fair and Huber weight functions at the opti-
mal model rank. Table 3 displays the optimal rank

Table 3
Analysis summary for heavy olefin

Method Factors RMSEP Number
of samples

PLS full data set 6 0.41 116
PLS std. outlier detection 5 0.35 110
PLS with robust PCR 4 0.17 93
outlier detection

Ž .IRPLS bisquare weight 6 0.12 NA
Ž .IRPLS Cauchy weight 5 0.37 NA
Ž .IRPLS Fair weight 6 0.10 NA
Ž .IRPLS Huber weight 6 0.37 NA

NA sNot applicable.

Ž .Fig. 13. a Sample weight vs. iteration number for bisquare func-
Ž .tion, heavy olefin analysis, six-factor model, b Sample weight vs.

iteration number for three specific samples using the bisquare
weight function, heavy olefin analysis, six-factor model.

and RMSEP values for the heavy olefin analysis for
each of the four weight functions.

The bisquare and Fair weight functions provide
RMSEP values lower than the standard PLS applied
to the data with the outliers removed using the robust
PCR approach. The Huber and Cauchy weight func-
tions provided larger RMSEP values. The RMSEP
values from the bisquare and Fair weight functions
may be too good to be true given that the reference
error estimate is 0.2. The bisquare weight function
clearly distinguishes the outlier samples by assigning

Ž .a weight of zero see Fig. 12a . Those samples as-
signed a weight of zero are consistent with the sam-
ples identified as outliers using the robust PCR ap-
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proach. The other weight functions showed similar
behavior but are not as clear as the bisquare function
in distinguishing the outliers. The weight functions
may have shown different behavior with different
tuning constants, and this makes their use somewhat
problematic in that another parameter has to be opti-
mized.

Fig. 13a displays the weight for each sample as a
function of iteration number for the bisquare func-
tion and a six-factor model. The weights stabilize by
iterations 9–13. The weight functions for three spe-
cific samples are shown in Fig. 13b. Sample a1 is
considered to be a normal sample with a weight that
starts out near one and does not vary much from this
value over the iterations. Sample a44 is an example
of a swamped sample. Early in the iterations, the
sample is down-weighted relative to the normal sam-
ples; but by iteration number 10, the weight begins to
increase and by iteration a14 has reached a value
consistent with normal samples. Sample a106 is an
example of a sample that is masked. Early in the iter-
ation number, this sample has a weight consistent
with the normal samples. At iteration number 10, the
weight for this sample shows a sharp decrease and
finally is set to zero at iteration number 12.

The final results for the heavy olefin analysis are
summarized in Table 3. The lowest RMSEP value
was found with the IRPLS analysis using the Fair
weight function. This result may be somewhat sus-
pect given that the reference value error estimate for
the heavy olefin analysis is 0.2. The results from a
PLS analysis using the samples found to be outliers

Table 4
PCR error estimate for light olefin at ranks 1 to 10 and breakdown
points of 50% to 10%

Rank Breakdown

50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

1 1.28 1.38 1.38 1.23 1.08
2 0.80 0.66 0.64 0.59 0.63
3 0.48 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.51
4 0.54 0.42 0.34 0.39 0.54
5 0.58 0.59 0.45 0.53 0.49
6 0.52 0.38 0.35 0.43 0.47
7 0.54 0.37 0.53 0.42 0.34
8 0.56 0.43 0.52 0.66 0.36
9 0.56 0.46 0.42 0.42 0.39

10 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.43 0.39

Fig. 14. Robust scaled concentration residuals vs. run order num-
ber, light olefin analysis.

by the robust PCR method had an RMSEP of 0.17. It
required the elimination of 23 samples as outliers.
The standard PLS analysis after application of the
standard outlier diagnostics showed a similar RM-
SEP value to the results before the outliers were
eliminated. That RMSEP value, 0.35, was very close
to the largest RMSEP value, 0.37, which was the
same for the IRPLS results using the Cauchy and
Huber weight functions.

4.3. Light olefin analysis

4.3.1. Standard PLS analysis
The standard analysis of the light olefin data was

somewhat more complicated than for the heavy olefin
analysis. Outliers were identified using studentized

Fig. 15. RMSEP vs. factor number for the light olefin analysis us-
ing the standard PLS diagnostics and the robust regression diag-
nostics.
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Table 5
RMSEP and rank for optimal models for the light olefin analysis

Method Factors RMSEP Number
of samples

PLS full data set 9 0.34 116
PLS standard outlier detection 8 0.30 103
PLS with robust PCR 6 0.31 93
outlier detection

Ž .IRPLS bisquare weight 7 0.32 NA
Ž .IRPLS Cauchy weight 7 0.34 NA
Ž .IRPLS Fair weight 7 0.16 NA
Ž .IRPLS Huber weight 7 0.37 NA

residual vs. leverage plots with consideration of
where the samples were relative to the calibration
design as was done for the heavy olefin analysis. Four
outlier identifications and removal steps were re-

quired for the analysis of the light olefin data. This
type of behavior is not uncommon when using stan-
dard outlier diagnostics, thus making for a tedious and
time-consuming process. An eight-factor model is
reasonable giving an RMSEP of 0.3. The error in the
reference method is estimated to be 0.4 so the 0.3
value found here at eight factors might be somewhat
optimistic.

4.3.2. Robust PCR
The robust PCA step is the same as that for the

heavy olefin analysis and is summarized in Section
4.2.2. The results for the robust regression step are
shown in Table 4. In this case, the model with four
factors and a 30% breakdown appears to be optimal.
Fig. 14 displays the scaled robust concentration

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 16. Sample weight vs. sample order for light olefin analysis: a Bisquare, b Cauchy, c Fair, d Huber.
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residuals vs. the sample run order for the four-factor
model with a 30% breakdown. In this case, there are
23 samples identified as potential outliers. The trend
in the outliers is similar to that found for the heavy
olefin analysis with 55–57 and 89–108 found to be
beyond the "2.5 robust-scaled concentration residu-
als. Fig. 15 displays the RMSEP vs. factor number for
the PLS analysis using the standard diagnostics and
the PLS analysis after application of the robust diag-
nostics. For this analysis, there is very little improve-
ment in the RMSEP using the robust PCR analysis
over the standard diagnostics.

4.3.3. IteratiÕely reweighted PLS analysis
The results for the iteratively reweighted PLS

analysis are summarized in Table 5. Fig. 16a–d dis-
plays the final weight vectors for the light olefin
analysis. In this case, a rank 7 model is appropriate
for each of the weight function models. The Fair
weight function provides the lowest RMSEP value,
substantially below the reference method error of 0.4.
A summary of the light olefin analysis results is dis-
played in Table 5.

5. Discussion

5.1. HeaÕy olefin analysis

The heavy olefin analysis showed considerable
improvement in the leave-one-out cross-validation
RMSEP values when using either the robust PCR to
identify outliers or IRPLS to down weight outliers.
The outliers that were identified using the robust PCR
analysis and the IRPLS analysis agreed very closely,
especially for the bisquare weight function results.

It is always good practice to attempt to find a
physical reason for outliers that are found using sta-
tistical techniques. For this analysis, the gas chro-
matography reference method calibration runs were
reviewed. It was found that between runs a86 and
a87, a 40% change was introduced to the light olefin
response factor. Because the chromatography calibra-
tion method made use of a normalized calculation, a
change in any one of the response factors will intro-
duce a change in the calculated amounts for all of the
components. This change in the light olefin response
factor corresponded precisely with the beginning of

the most extreme outliers identified using the robust
approaches.

The response factors were not changed for the re-
minder of the calibration experiment. If one assumes
that the reason for the outliers was due to an anoma-
lous response factor, then why do the outlier samples
end at sample 108? The reason for the change in the
nature of the samples from outlier to nonoutlier at
sample 108 to 109 for the heavy olefin can be ex-
plained as follows. From samples 109 to 116, the
concentration of the heavy olefin was 1% or less and,
thus, the difference in the concentration due to the
change in response factor was approximately 0.1
wt.%. Therefore, even though these samples may still
be outliers because of the change in the response fac-
tor, they were not detected because the difference in
concentration level introduced by the response factor
change was not detectable. Samples 100–102 show a
similarly small difference between concentration lev-
els due to the difference in response factor, so why
did they appear as outliers? Recall from Fig. 9 that
three of the samples that were deemed to be outliers
due to concentration residuals were also found to be
extreme by the resampling method and have large
Mahalanobis distances. It was exactly these three
samples, 100–102, that had the large Mahalanobis
distances. Thus, it is believed that these three sam-
ples were outliers due to spectral differences and not
necessarily due to reference value problems.

5.2. Light olefin analysis

The outliers for the light olefin analysis using the
robust PCR agreed with the outliers identified in the
heavy olefin analysis. The outliers identified using
IRPLS analysis for the light olefin were not consis-
tent with the robust PCR analysis nor were they con-
sistent among the different weight functions. There
was apparently considerable improvement in the pre-
diction error using the Fair function with the IRPLS
method over the standard PLS and the robust PCR
results. The errors from the IRPLS were well below
the estimated reference method error so overfitting
must be considered as a possibility.

Why the nature of the samples for the light olefin
analysis went from outlier to normal samples from
sample number 108 to 109 is not clear. Samples 109
and 110 had zero light olefin concentration and, thus,
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could explain the change; but samples 111 to 116 had
significant concentrations of light olefin, and if a bad
response factor was to blame, then they should have
appeared as outliers.

5.3. Robust PCR Õs. iteratiÕely reweighted PLS

The robust PCR approach identified outliers in a
consistent manner for the light and heavy olefin
analysis. These identifications are supported by orig-
inal laboratory references concerning significant
changes made to a gas chromatographic response
factor. The removal of these outliers provided for
significant improvement in calibration model perfor-
mance over a model constructed using the standard
diagnostics. The robust PCR technique distinguish
between outliers in the spectral space and in the con-
centration space. It is relatively easy to program al-
though calculation times can be significant.

The IRPLS approach was consistent with the ro-
bust PCR approach for outlier identification for the
heavy olefin calibration but showed significant ambi-
guity in the light olefin analysis. The prediction per-
formance results were better than the robust PCR re-
sults, but were better than the estimated reference
method error and may be indicative of an overfitting
problem. Different weight functions as well as differ-
ent tuning constant for the same weight function can
give different results as shown here and discussed in

w xRef. 30 . These data-dependent features make the it-
eratively reweighted approach less attractive.

6. Conclusions

There is increasing interest in the application of
multivariate calibration techniques to process mea-
surements where there can be enormous potential
value to industry. In these applications, the analyst
often has less control over the execution of the ex-
periment and there is correspondingly a higher chance
for outliers to be present in the data. Standard multi-
variate calibration outlier diagnostics are ill-equipped
to identify multiple sample outliers in the calibration
phase of model building. Robust statistical methods
offer an alternative to standard regression analysis
that can efficiently detect multiple outliers. Robust
PCR for the data studied in this report appears to of-

fer a more reliable approach than IRPLS as well as
having fewer adjustable parameters.

Unfortunately, there are few commercial products
available that implement robust regression solutions.
Without commercially available products and suc-
cess stories for these techniques, there will be little
widespread use of robust analysis. It is hoped that this
report demonstrates the power of robust analysis for
detection of multiple outliers and the gross inadequa-
cies of the standard diagnostics.
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Appendix A

It is well understood that the least squares ap-
proach for regression relies on the minimization of the
sum of the squared residuals. For the LTS method, the
sum of the squared residuals is replaced by a trimmed
sum of squared residuals. The squared residuals are
ordered from low to high and the sum is computed
from the lowest residual to a depth of h given by Eq.
1:

hs 1ya I q a Aq1 , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xwhere the square brackets, , refer to the integer

portion only; I is the number of samples; A is the
Žnumber of parameters in the model for PCR imple-

mented here, A is the number of factors plus one be-
.cause an intercept is estimated and a is the desired

breakdown point. The breakdown point of the esti-
mator can be varied from 0% to 50% by including
more or less squared residuals in the sum.

A key aspect of the high breakdown estimators is
how the residuals are generated. The residuals from a
standard least squares fit to all of the data cannot be
used, because if there are outliers present, then the
residuals will be influenced. Instead, a subsample of

Žthe data equal to the number of parameters being es-
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.timated is used to estimate the parameters of the
model using least squares and then residuals for all
of the data from this model are computed and used
to calculate the trimmed sum of squared residuals.
This subsampling of the data set is repeated many
times in order to guarantee with some level of cer-
tainty that an uncontaminated subsample of the data
is found. The subsample giving the smallest trimmed
sum of squared residuals is a solution, although it may
not be the exact LTS solution. Recently, Rousseeuw

w xand Van Driessen 12 have introduced a fast algo-
rithm for LTS computations. From this solution, a
preliminary estimate of the concentration residual er-
ror scale, S0 can be estimated using Eq. 2:LTS

h1 20S sd r . 2Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝLTS h ,n( i :nh is1

2hThe Ý r is meant to indicate a summation ofŽ .Ž .is1

the ordered squared residuals from 1 to a depth h. The
constant d is computed using Eq. 3:h,n

1
d s . 3Ž .h ,n

2n 1
1y f( ž /hc ch ,n h ,n

The function f is the standard normal density func-
tion shown in Eq. 4:

yx 2
1 ž /2

f x s e . 4Ž . Ž .(
2p

The constant c is computed using Eq.5:h ,n

1
c s . 5Ž .h ,n hqn

y1F ž /2n

Ž .And F x is the standard normal distribution func-
Ž . Ž .tion F x sP XFx . The constants c and dh,n h,n

are chosen to make the scale estimator consistent at
the Gaussian model. A final scale estimate is com-
puted using Eq. 6:

2Ý w ri i i
S s 6Ž .)LTS Ý w ypi i

with p equal to the number of parameters and ri

equal to the ith residual and:

r° i
0 if )2.50~w s si LTS¢

1 otherwise

As may be seen from Eq. 6, the final scale estimate
is robust to outliers as well. Samples with residuals
beyond "2.5 robust-scaled residuals are suspect.

Using Eq. 1, the depth of the sum can be com-
puted for a desired breakdown point. Multiple break-
down points are used in this paper in order to avoid
the consequences of the exact fit property possessed
by all HBP estimators. The consequences of this
property are that the estimator can follow the bad data
points rather than the good data points. Having a large
number of data points can mitigate the consequences,
but having a higher number of dimensions will exac-
erbate it. In order to guard against this problem, Ryan
w x38 has suggested that multiple breakdown points be
used and the results compared. This is the approach
used in this paper. Others have suggested that the ex-
act fit property of high breakdown point estimators is
a desirable property that can be used to identify

w xmeaningful structure in the data 42 . The details ap-
pearing in this appendix were taken from Rousseeuw

w xand Hubert 11 and from personal communications
with Dr. Hubert.
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